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What is symmetry?What is symmetry?  

Symmetry is a harmony Symmetry is a harmony 
of components of components of the of the 
objectobjectand a harmony of and a harmony of 
their relation to the object.their relation to the object.
              
                  (…Vitruvius – I  B.C.)(…Vitruvius – I  B.C.)  

Harmony is not the lack ofHarmony is not the lack of
contradictions but their contradictions but their 
equilibrium.equilibrium.      
                          (…Architas– I  B.C)(…Architas– I  B.C)  

The point of the triangle represent ten digits. If the numbers are representing the essenceThe point of the triangle represent ten digits. If the numbers are representing the essence
of the harmony of the universe then he tetraktys is its visual representation of the harmony of the universe then he tetraktys is its visual representation (Pythagoras)(Pythagoras)    

Tetraktys (V century B.C.)Tetraktys (V century B.C.)
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The numbers – the language to express symmetriesThe numbers – the language to express symmetries

  All object, we know, have their associated number, without All object, we know, have their associated number, without 
them the knowledge would be impossible them the knowledge would be impossible (Philolaos V B.C.)(Philolaos V B.C.)    

Vitruvius Vitruvius – “ …the face size  should be 
1/10th  of the body height, the head 1/8th,
the torso 1/4th, …”  

PolykletPolyklet  – “ …the ratio of the of 
head length to the torso length should be 
the same as the ratio of the torso length
to the length of the legs, …”  

Comments:Comments: scale-invariance, reference frame,  scale-invariance, reference frame, 
anthropomorphism and broken symmetriesanthropomorphism and broken symmetries

Lasos, Hipas Lasos, Hipas   – symmetry of music -
first expression of musical accords in 
terms of the ratios of digits   
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Apparent  (lack of ) symmetriesApparent  (lack of ) symmetries
in our daily observationsin our daily observations
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ArchitectureArchitecture  
We see more frequently this … ……than …than …
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PoliticsPolitics  
We have to live with  chaotic structures… …rather than with more ordered ones … 

Spontaneous(?) left-right symmetry breaking …

… … reminder: reminder: harmony is not the lack ofharmony is not the lack of
contradictions, but their equlibrium…contradictions, but their equlibrium…      
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Luminous matter in the universeLuminous matter in the universe  

    

……from parsec to mega-parsec length scales from parsec to mega-parsec length scales 
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Radio-frequency map of the universeRadio-frequency map of the universe
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Horizontal/vertical symmetry of space Horizontal/vertical symmetry of space 

    

Experimental tools  to search forExperimental tools  to search for
horizontal/vertical symmetry breaking : horizontal/vertical symmetry breaking : 
the accelerator and the detectorthe accelerator and the detector    

Negative experimental evidence ( NNegative experimental evidence ( N effect) effect)
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The symmetries are hidden The symmetries are hidden 
and very often broken…and very often broken…

The history of physics is, like the  The history of physics is, like the  
history of art, the process of searching history of art, the process of searching 
of lost (not apparent) symmetries… of lost (not apparent) symmetries… 
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Physicists search lost symmetries in:Physicists search lost symmetries in:        

 the structure of matter the structure of matter 

 the nature of space and time the nature of space and time 

 interactions of material objectsinteractions of material objects

  

……a short journey to the sub-atomic world … a short journey to the sub-atomic world … 
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Symmetry of elementary constituents of matterSymmetry of elementary constituents of matter

      

-Hidden colour 
-Broken left-right symmetry 
-Missing right-handed neutrinos

The XX-th century tetraktysThe XX-th century tetraktys

Left-handedLeft-handed
objectsobjects  

Right-handedRight-handed
objectsobjects  
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Associating numbers to the “particle tetraktys”   Associating numbers to the “particle tetraktys”   

      

x,y,z,t,sx,y,z,t,szz,i,iff,i,icc,i,iLL,i,iYY))

Particles - elementary excitations of the quantum fieldParticles - elementary excitations of the quantum field  

4 real numbers 
for space-time  

1 integer  number 
for spin    

4 integer  numbers 
for internal degrees of

freedom  

dd

rr ll
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Symmetry specifies analogies between different sets of integers andSymmetry specifies analogies between different sets of integers and

the corresponding change of the quantum field the corresponding change of the quantum field   
      

iicc

iill iiff

iiyy

mathematical language specifying  how to “rotate” 
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… … and the analogies of the quantum field and the analogies of the quantum field seen in various seen in various 
reference frames  reference frames  

      

mathematical prescription how to “transform”  for various observers,
…note universal character of transformation invariants…

x,y,z,t,sx,y,z,t,szz,i,iff,i,icc,i,iLL,i,iYY)) ’’x’,y’,z’,t’,sx’,y’,z’,t’,szz,i,iff,i,icc,i,iLL,i,iYY))

Observer AObserver A Observer BObserver B
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Symmetry and interactions of particlesSymmetry and interactions of particles  

    A miracleA miracle::  The interactions between elementary particles can be The interactions between elementary particles can be 
(almost) unambiguously determined by demanding a “rotational”(almost) unambiguously determined by demanding a “rotational”
symmetry of the phases of the field symmetry of the phases of the field   in each space-time pointin each space-time point
and the Lorenz-boost invarianceand the Lorenz-boost invariance  (example: U(1) rotations)(example: U(1) rotations)



Specification ofSpecification of
for each point rfor each point r

rre i(r)

Both field configurations
are fully equivalent:
Gauge symmetryGauge symmetry

A(r) – vector fieldA(r) – vector field
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Gauge symmetries and Lorenz symmetry determineGauge symmetries and Lorenz symmetry determine
interactions between particles!interactions between particles!

  The massless, vector, elementary quanta of The massless, vector, elementary quanta of A(r)A(r)  ::

 88  gluonsgluons for SU(3) colour symmetry for SU(3) colour symmetry
 33  bosons W/Zbosons W/Z for SU(2) weak isospin symmetry for SU(2) weak isospin symmetry
 11  photonphoton  
 The forces generated by vector particles have an The forces generated by vector particles have an 

universal  ~1/runiversal  ~1/r22 behavior  at sufficiently small  behavior  at sufficiently small 
distances    distances    

Comment:Comment:  The field of vector particles “contains” both the unphysical part
 responsible for compensating the rotational degrees of freedom of the
 matter fields and the physical part representing observable effects 
 of particle interactions.      
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Beautiful symmetry betweenBeautiful symmetry between
matter and forces  …matter and forces  …

……unfortunately absent in  unfortunately absent in  
our universe  our universe  (M(MZZ, M, MW W >> 0)>> 0)
(…or at least badly broken) (…or at least badly broken) 
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Saving the beauty of gauge symmetriesSaving the beauty of gauge symmetries
“Newton’s method”“Newton’s method”

    The symmetry between horizontal andThe symmetry between horizontal and
vertical direction is perfect but in our vertical direction is perfect but in our 
earthly  laboratories the equations of earthly  laboratories the equations of 
motions have to be modified. motions have to be modified. 

Mi a = F  + gMg  

g  =  ( gh , gv ) = !( 0 , gv )  
Perfect symmetry of equations of motion 
– symmetry broken by  a background  
gravitational field aligned in vertical direction 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:GodfreyKneller-IsaacNewton-1689.jpg
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Saving the beauty of gauge symmetries… Saving the beauty of gauge symmetries… 
superconductorsuperconductor    

    In superconductor In superconductor  represent the field of Cooper pairs.  represent the field of Cooper pairs. 
Superconductivity occurs when  phases of Superconductivity occurs when  phases of   become perfectly become perfectly 
aligned (at the scale of micrometers) - the lattice plays here the aligned (at the scale of micrometers) - the lattice plays here the 
role similar to that of the background gravitational field, interactionsrole similar to that of the background gravitational field, interactions
of Cooper pairs with lattice vibrations break the gauge invariance.of Cooper pairs with lattice vibrations break the gauge invariance.

The alignment of the phases creates an ordered rigid structures giving
 rise to rejection of the electromagnetic field (Meissner effect). 

The photons become massive – disorder needs extra energy)  – disorder needs extra energy)   Metal below critical temperatureMetal below critical temperature

A(r) A(r) 

Static case: A=dStatic case: A=ddr=0 dr=0 
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……if the mechanism which breaks the if the mechanism which breaks the 
electroweak symmetry follows this pattern, electroweak symmetry follows this pattern, 
then the gauge symmetry of the equations then the gauge symmetry of the equations 
of motion can be preserved…of motion can be preserved…
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gg

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)
““Cosmic superconductor”Cosmic superconductor”

What we perceive empty space is likely not at all empty…What we perceive empty space is likely not at all empty…  

Empty spaceEmpty spaceEmpty spaceEmpty space

Revolutions in our perception of the world Revolutions in our perception of the world 

??
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……what is                          ? what is                          ? 

 …  … what mechanism causes the phase alignmentwhat mechanism causes the phase alignment
  in the SU(2)xU(1) internal space??? in the SU(2)xU(1) internal space??? 

… … is it a new form of matter?is it a new form of matter?
    or new composite structures?or new composite structures?

… … why do they not influence the why do they not influence the 
cosmological constant cosmological constant 

““Cosmic superconductor”Cosmic superconductor”
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The experimental program of the LHC collider addresses The experimental program of the LHC collider addresses 
the above questions . One of its basic  goals  is to discover  the above questions . One of its basic  goals  is to discover  
the mechanism which causes the “SU(2)the mechanism which causes the “SU(2)xxU(1) phase-rigidity” of U(1) phase-rigidity” of 
the electro-weak vacuum,  which may be responsible for  the the electro-weak vacuum,  which may be responsible for  the 
loss of one of the most basic  symmetries  of subatomic world.loss of one of the most basic  symmetries  of subatomic world.  
  
If this mechanism  is driven  by elementary scalar field(s),  If this mechanism  is driven  by elementary scalar field(s),  
then the LHC program should discover their point-like quantathen the LHC program should discover their point-like quanta  
(Higgs particle(s)) (Higgs particle(s)) …if not - a new interactions of electroweak …if not - a new interactions of electroweak 
bosons must be observed, …if not - …bosons must be observed, …if not - …
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““Mission impossible” to find Higgs at the LHCMission impossible” to find Higgs at the LHC

10 7 el. channels read-out  with 70kHz frequency

100 Gbyte/second to be analyzed  
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Selecting physics processes at the LHCSelecting physics processes at the LHC
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Hunting for the Higgs – perspectives Hunting for the Higgs – perspectives 

B
S

P.W. Higgs, Phys. Lett. 12 (1964) 132
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Even if Higgs particles are found several questions 
will remain open: 

-what is the origin of masses of fermions (dozens of 
adjustable parameters of the standard model )

-why there are 3 replicas of fermions?

-what is the origin of masses of 
the missing matter in the universe (WIMS, axions, etc.)

-what mechanism assures the  quantum stability of 
Higgs fields (super symmetry?)

Their  answer will very likely lead to finding  
new (lost) symmetries of subatomic word.  
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Physics gives us the access  Physics gives us the access  
to the most subtle symmetriesto the most subtle symmetries
of our universe.of our universe.  

It is infinitelly moreIt is infinitelly more
than than 

This is worth remembering This is worth remembering 
while working hard, days and while working hard, days and 
nights, “at the corner” of anights, “at the corner” of a
particular thesis subject.particular thesis subject.  

Instead of conclusions …an advice Instead of conclusions …an advice 


